A Previously Unknown Drug-Drug Interaction Is Suspected in Delayed Elimination of Plasma Methotrexate in High-Dose Methotrexate Therapy.
Background: High-dose methotrexate (HD-MTX) therapy is widely implemented for leukemia, osteosarcoma, and lymphoma. Although various measures have been taken to avoid toxicity from high serum MTX concentrations, there are many cases of delayed elimination of MTX. Objective: We suspected that delayed elimination of serum MTX was caused by unknown interactions between MTX and concomitant drugs. Methods: Concerning concomitant drugs in the case of delayed elimination of MTX, we performed screening tests in 35 patients who had undergone HD-MTX therapy. We then investigated the risk factors for delayed MTX elimination in 94 patients with leukemia, lymphoma, or osteosarcoma retrospectively. Results: The percentages of concomitant use of Stronger Neo-Minophagen C (SNMC), a glycyrrhizin preparation, and vincristine were higher in the delayed group. The percentage of delayed MTX elimination in patients receiving HD-MTX therapy was 41%. Multiple logistic regression analysis revealed that the concomitant use of SNMC solely was a significant risk factor for delayed MTX (odds ratio = 12.20; 95% CI = 1.06-139.84). Conclusion and Relevance: Concomitant use of SNMC was shown to be related to delayed elimination of serum MTX, and our results suggested a previously unknown drug-drug interaction between MTX and SNMC.